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Abstract. In this article we analyze behavioral data to advance knowledge on
how to assess similarities of events and spatial relations characterized by qualitative spatial calculi. We have collected a large amount of behavioral data evaluating topological relations specified in the Region Connection Calculus and
Intersection Models. Several suggestions have been made in the literature on
how to use associated conceptual neighborhood graphs to assess the similarities
between events and static spatial relations specified within these frameworks.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there are few (to none) approaches that
use behavioral data to formally assess similarities. This article is contributing to
this endeavor of using behavioral data as a basis for similarities (and associated
weights) by (a) discussing a number of approaches that allow for transforming
behavioral data into numeric values; (b) applying these approaches to nine data
sets we collected in the last couple of years on conceptualizing spatio-temporal
information using RCC/IM as a baseline; and (c) discussing potential weighting
schemes but also revealing essential avenues for future research.

1. Introduction and Background
Every calculus with jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) relations (such as
RCC and IM) has a conceptual neighborhood graph (Cohn & Renz, 2008).
To navigate through daily life, humans use their ability to conceptualize spatiotemporal information, which ultimately leads to a system of categories. Likewise, the
disciplines of the spatial sciences focus on conceptualization and categorization as a
means to structure spatio-temporal information. Although challenged by several researchers, similarity is one of the most important and most commonly used tools to
aid in the process of conceptualization and categorization in both artificial and natural
cognitive systems (Bruns & Egenhofer, 1996; Goldstone & Son, 2005; Nedas &
Egenhofer, 2008; Rissland, 2006; Schwering, 2008; Tversky, 1977). In the spatial
sciences and in related branches of artificial intelligence, an approach has been devel1
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oped that allows the specification of similarity measures for spatio-temporal data:
qualitative spatio-temporal representation and reasoning (QSTR). Calculi developed
in the general area of QSTR allow for meaningful processing of spatio-temporal information because they focus on categorical (discrete) changes or salient discontinuities (Galton, 2000), which are thought to be relevant to an information processing
system (both human and artificial). While qualitative calculi are naturally appealing
and are, on a general level, widely acknowledged in the cognitive sciences, too2, there
is comparatively little behavioral assessment of the cognitive adequacy of these calculi. This is an astonishing fact given that these calculi are often intended to improve
processes at the human-machine interface and are on several occasions claimed to be
cognitively adequate (Clementini, Di Felice, & van Oosterom, 1993; Knauff, Rauh, &
Renz, 1997; Knauff, 1999). However, in our opinion, the systematic behavioral evaluation of QSTR is an essential missing piece that will lead to refined and improved
QSTR models and in return significantly increase their value and their usability in
numerous applications (e.g., information retrieval, spatial query languages, formalizing the semantics of spatial language).
This paper will discuss a framework for defining cognitively adequate similarities/weights by detailing strategies to transform results from behavioral experiments
on how humans conceptualize spatio-temporal information into both qualitative (category-based) and quantitative similarity measures. These measures are tailored towards
formal theories in the spatial sciences and will be applicable to theories of spatiotemporal representation and reasoning. Hence, we will contribute to the formal basis
of the semantics of spatio-temporal information.
To further motivate the general questions we are addressing in this paper, consider
the spatial scenes in the right part of Figure 1. The scenes show the development of an
oil spill in relation to an island. We focus on relations distinguished by prominent
topological calculi commonly used in spatial information theory and in the cognitive
sciences to identify potentially important aspects of spatio-temporal information. The
individual icons reflect distinctions made by the Region Connection Calculus (RCC,
Randell, Cui, & Cohn, 1992) as well as Egenhofer’s Intersection Models (IM,
Egenhofer & Franzosa, 1991). An important aspect for assessing the similarity of
these scenes as well as modeling spatio-temporal information is that these relations
can be organized to form a so called conceptual neighborhood graph (CNG, Freksa,
and
are conceptual neighbors if it is
1992, left part of Figure 1). Two relations,
to
possible for to hold over a tuple of objects at a certain point in time, and for
hold over the tuple at a later time, with no other (third) mutually exclusive relation
holding in between (Cohn, 2008). A neighborhood graph has one node for each relation ∈ , and an edge between two nodes if the corresponding relations are conceptual neighbors. The important aspect to keep in mind, which adds to the transformative nature of this paper, is that virtually every calculus with jointly exhaustive and
pairwise disjoint (JEPD) relations (such as RCC and IM) has a conceptual neighborhood graph (Cohn & Renz, 2008), and that, hence, the methods proposed here are
universally applicable amongst all such calculi.
2
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Fig. 1. Th
he left side shoows a conceptuual neighborhoood graph based
d on RCC-8 annd IM. The
dotted linees reflect the ddiscussion in thee text showing similarity asseessments for thhree models
exemplarilly (E: equal weeights; CJ: Cam
mara and Jungeert 2007; LF: Li
L and Fonseca 2006). On
the right side
s
the development of an oiil spill is depiccted in relation to an island. Each
E
of the
scenes cou
uld either be a trransition or an ending relationn.

One of thhe main charaacteristics of the
t relations displayed in Figure
F
1, but also relations from
m all other JE
EPD qualitativve calculi, is that
t
we can measure
m
how similar
s
the
scenes (oor their genesiis) on the righht side are by employing th
he conceptual neighborhood grapph on the leftt side. Organizzing spatial reelations in this graph-like format
f
has
the advanntage that grapph theoretical measures cann be applied too determine thhe similarity betweeen these scennes which is essential for numerous infformation retrrieval and
formal seemantic tasks (Bruns & Egeenhofer, 19966; Papadias & Delis, 1997; Wallgrün,
Wolter, & Richter, 20010). As both
h the spatial aand the cogniitive sciencess focus on
qualitativve distinctionss made, for example, by toppology (Galtonn, 2000; Johnsson, 1987;
Klix, 197
71), we have found—theorretically—a bridge
b
between
n formal and cognitive
spatial seemantics. To demonstrate
d
th
his aspect, wee will focus on
o the similariity of four
relations in Figure 1, DC
D (t1), EC (t22), PO (t3), annd NTPP (t5):: The simplestt approach
(Bruns & Egenhofer, 1996; Dyllaa & Wallgrüün, 2007; Raada, Mili, Bicknell, &
Blettner, 1989; Schwerring, 2007), inn a nutshell, assigns all edg
ges in the CNG
G an equal
weight off 1 and similaarity/dissimilarrity is establisshed by countting the numbber of edges betweeen two relatiions. Hence, the dissimilaarity (weight) between DC
C and EC
would bee 1, the dissim
milarity betweeen DC and PO
P would be 2,
2 and the disssimilarity
between DC
D and NTPP
P would be 4.
This raather simplistiic view has, of
o course, been challenged and several reesearchers
have propposed (introsppectively) alteernative weighhting schemess for CNGs. For
F example, Cam
mara and Jungeert (2007), in
n seeking to define
d
a query
y language forr dynamic
processess, suggested a grouping of topological
t
reelations that arre the basis off the CNG
in Figure 1 into DC (ddisconnected) on the one haand and all oth
her relations on
o the othmilarity betweeen DC and alll other relatioons would
er. If we apply this strrategy, dissim
b basically 0.
0 Another
be 1, whiile the dissimiilarity amongg all other relaations would be
approachh by Li and Fonseca
F
(2006
6) takes into account that there may bee different

weights between different conceptual neighbors. They assign, for example, a weight
of 3 to the edge between DC and EC, and a weight of 2 to the edge between EC and
PO, a weight of 1 to the edge between TPP and NTPP. Hence the three dissimilarities
from the example would be: DC-EC - 3, DC-PO - 5, and DC-NTPP - 8.
Many other approaches have been discussed. Consider the issue of the level of
granularity which determines the number of basic relations that are assumed. The
immediately relevant distinction here is between RCC-5 and RCC-8. While RCC-8
can be mapped onto eight relations distinguished by Egenhofer’s intersection models
(IM), RCC-5 cannot be directly mapped onto the coarser level of the IM (cf. Knauff et
al., 1997; Renz, 2002) due to the ontologically different status of the boundaries.
Hence, depending on the model we apply, the similarities will change, too (see also
Clementini et al., 1993 for a different 5 relation solution, 4 plus 1 to be precise).
This simple example and associated literature demonstrate a number of important
issues:
 Formal calculi using JEPD are omnipresent in research in the spatial sciences and
are both theories as well as integral parts of spatial information systems. They are
vital to various applications for spatial representation and reasoning, and are used
frequently to establish similarities especially to aid human-computer interaction.
 There is some arbitrariness in designing and using these approaches guided by both
formal constraints and requirements arising from a specific formalism (e.g., RCC
versus IM) or by the introspection of a researcher. This lack of guidance as to
which approach to use has been identified as a major obstacle in the usefulness of
QSTR (Schultz, Amor, & Guesgen, 2011).
 There are few behavioral approaches that have evaluated QSTR3. However, to the
best of our knowledge, except for our own work (Klippel, accepted), there is no
behavioral research that addresses the possibility that similarities (as an expression
of cognitive conceptualization processes) between qualitative spatial relations may
change depending on the semantics of a specific domain4. For instance, one big
question is: What happens to similarities of relations in the example in Figure 1, if
we use different domains such as such as a lake and a house or a hurricane and a
peninsula? Do we expect to be able to use the same similarities (weights) between
relations?
We strongly believe that similarity measures should not be designed introspectively.
As these measures are often intended to improve the interface of humans and computers/machines, it is essential to ground the assessment of similarities in behavioral
research.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: In Section 2, we will provide
a very short overview of the behavioral data that we have collected over the last couple of years and that we will reanalyze here to discuss weights for CNGs; Section 3
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discussess different metthods that pottentially allow
w for establishhing weights; Section 4
provides a summary annd lays out ideeas for future research efforrts.
w be using the
t followingg abbreviationns: CNG: Conceptual neigghborhood
We will
graph, CN
N: Conceptuaal neighbor; TE
EC: Topologiical equivalen
nce class; OSM
M: Overall
similarityy matrix; QST
TR: Qualitativve Spatio-tempporal Represeentation and Reasoning;
R
RCC: reggion connectioons calculus; IM: Intersecttion models. We will also use RCC
terminoloogy for topoloogical relation
ns: DC: discoonnected, EC: externally connected,
c
PO: partial overlap, TP
PP: tangential proper part, NTPP:
N
non-tan
ngential propeer part.

Fig. 2. Example of the niine scenarios thhat we reanalyzze in this paper to derive weigh
hts for conceptual neeighborhood graaphs (translatio
on: geometric fiigures, hurricanne/peninsula, toornado/city,
ship/shalloow water, cannnonball/city; sccaling: geomettric figures, oil spill/island, house/lake,
h
desert/recrreation park).

2. Data Collection
In this article, we reanalyze data we collected investigating cognitive conceptualizations of earth dynamics. We have designed nine experiments (for more details see
Klippel, accepted and Yang, Klippel, & Li, submitted) using two different types of
dynamics—movement patterns that can be considered translations and movement
patterns characterized as scaling. Additionally, we used different semantic domains
with different entities (translation: geometric figures, hurricane/peninsula, tornado/city, ship/shallow water, cannonball/city; scaling: geometric figures, oil
spill/island, house/lake, desert/recreation park). Figure 2 gives a general idea of how
the animated icons were designed for the different domains, while Figure 1 already
showed static snapshots of the actual animations for the oil spill/island domain. The
important aspect that makes all nine experiments comparable is that the stimuli used
in each experiment are identical from a topological perspective (using either RCC-8
or IM). In each of the nine experiments, animations are designed such that nine different yet topologically equivalent movement patterns can be distinguished. The main
distinguishing criterion is borrowed from cognitive theories on event conceptualization (Regier & Zheng, 2007), that is, patterns are separated based on the topological
relation they can end in (see Figure 1). All movement patterns start in the DC relation
and could end in one of the nine possible ending relations depicted in Figure 1. Within each topologically identical pattern we realized eight instances. This means that for
each of the nine experiments (semantic domains), 72 animations were created: eight
animations/instances each for nine topologically equivalent movement patterns.
In our experiments we employed a grouping paradigm, which is classically used to
elicit conceptual knowledge. Participants (N = 20 in each of the nine experiments)
have the task to sort the animated icons into groups with larger within-group than
between-group similarities. The task can be characterized as free classification (Pothos, 2005) or category construction (Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987), meaning that participants created all their groups from scratch without any limitations regarding the number of groups or which icons should be placed together. All 72 animations have to be sorted into groups before the experiments were considered complete.
The grouping behavior for each participant is recorded in a similarity matrix in binary
form: two icons that are placed into the same group are coded as 1; two icons in different groups are coded as 0. All nine scenarios have 72 animated icons such that each
matrix for each participant has 5194 cells of which 2556 are meaningful (others are
redundant or encode the relation of an icon with itself). Summing over all individual
similarity matrices within each domain nine overall similarity matrices (OSMs) are
created. OSMs encode overall similarity assessment between icons in the following
way: The highest possible similarity corresponds to N, the number of participants. For
example, if all 20 participants placed a certain pair of animated icons together into a
group, 20 individual ‘1’s are added up. In contrast, if a pair of two animated icons is
never placed into the same group, their similarity is recorded as ‘0’.
As all nine domains are topologically identical, we have obtained a large number
of similarity ratings for pairs (conceptual neighbors) of topological relations. Each
topological equivalence class had eight instances in all nine domains assessed by 20

participannts in each expperiment. Hennce, we have a total of 8 tim
mes 9 times 200 (= 1440)
similarityy assessments for each topo
ological relatioon combinatioon (for CNs buut also for
all other possible com
mbinations). Too give the reaader a first im
mpression of how
h
these
he nine differrent domains and across TECs,
T
Figsimilaritiees are distribuuted across th
ure 3 is visualizing
v
thee raw similarrities from thee OSMs in soo-called heat maps.
m
We
reduced the
t size but thhe overall paatterns reveal that there aree potentially interesting
i
differencees across dom
mains.

Fig. 3. Heeat maps visuallizing the raw similarities
s
of all
a nine experim
ments/domains.. Each heat
map show
ws icons and TECs in the same order to allow direct comparison. Only labells for TECs
are providded (not individdual animations). Dark gray coolors indicate high similaritiess, light gray
to white colors indicate low
l
or ‘no’ sim
milarities (a color version of thhis figure can be
b found at
min.us/m__sc2012figure3 for better readaability).

3. Tailoring the Cognitive Adequacy of QSTR
In this section we are discussing how behavioral data (see Section 2) can be used to
derive similarities/weights for conceptual neighborhood graphs (and potentially for
pairs of topological relations that are not conceptual neighbors). We will be discussing several methods such as normalizing raw data, cluster analysis, and cluster validation techniques. In addition to using raw data, cluster analysis is chosen as it is the
most common method to analyze grouping data and is thought to reveal natural
groupings.
3.1 Raw Similarities
Raw similarities have been briefly introduced in Section 2. Additionally, Figure 3
provides an overview of how raw similarities are distributed within the OSMs of all
nine experiments/domains. For the purpose of using raw similarities as a possibility
for assessing weights of edges in conceptual neighborhood graphs (as well as, potentially, for relations that are formally not conceptual neighbors) several adjustments/standardizations have to be performed. While the behavioral data characteristics of our data allow for straightforward comparisons given that each experiment/domain had the same number of participants and the same number of icons per
TEC, we will discuss normalization approaches for the purpose of creating a universal
method for deriving weights on the basis of raw similarities. Raw similarities have the
advantage that they can be employed not only for conceptual neighbored TECs but for
all pairs of TECs.
The OSMs depicted in Figure 3 contain a large amount of redundant information.
As we are concerned here with deriving weights for pairs of TECs—primarily for
neighbored TECs in a CNG but the same approach can be applied to any pair of
TECS—we can simply focus on the
sized submatrix (
8 in our case) consisting of all rows corresponding to the first TEC and all columns corresponding to
the second TEC. Using
_
, for the entries of this matrix, the raw similarity of
the two CNs is simply computed as:
_

,

Once the raw similarities for each combination of TECs have been extracted, they
have to be normalized to adjust for the specifics of the experimental setup, i.e., the
number of instances in each TEC and the number of participants in each experiment.
The obtained data can be normalized using row standardization taking into account all
values such that individual values will be between 0 and 1. As a first step, we will
look into conceptual neighbors only. Raw similarities of all CNs can be normalized to
in the following way:
∑

3.2 Fusion Coefficien
nts
Cluster analysis
a
has thhe goal to ideentify natural groupings of entities (e.g., animated
icons) annd is frequentlly used in a number
n
of dissciplines (Eveeritt, 2001; Ro
omesburg,
2004). Thhere is not onee specific algo
orithm but rather a family of
o cluster algo
orithms. In
hierarchiccal cluster anaalysis, entitiess are stepwise assigned to groups
g
based on
o similarities whicch are codedd in similarityy/proximity matrices
m
(here:: the nine OS
SMs). For
most clusster analyses, the similarity
y matrix is reccalculated after each clusteering step,
reflecting
g the existence of new groups. Cluster algorithms
a
difffer with resp
pect to the
way similarities are re-calculated
r
after each grouping step (for an overrview see
2
Romesbburg, 2004). The
T first step in
i each clusteering process is
i to comEveritt, 2001;
bine thosse entities intoo groups that have the highhest similaritiies. Similaritiees (or dissimilaritiees, respectiveely) can be coonsidered disttances and ass such they arre used to
create so called dendroograms that reflect
r
the cluustering process (see Figuree 4). Denhen two entitties or groupps of entities are fused
drogramss provide an indication wh
(grouped)) together andd the distancee at which they are fused iss referred to as
a a fusion
coefficiennt. All fusionn coefficients are stored inn a so-called cophenetic matrix.
m
As
similaritiees/dissimilaritties are differrently calculatted by differeent clusteringg methods,
there is a different cophhenetic matrix
x for every cluustering methood.

Fig. 4. Dissplayed are threee dendrogramss which reflect the clustering process
p
for threee different
clustering methods (Waard’s, average linkage, and complete
c
linkagge) for the sam
me experiment/domain (lake/housee). The dendroggrams are visuual representatioons of fusion coefficients
c
indicating the value (distaance) at which individual clustters are merged
d.

For the purpose of deriving similarities/weights for CNs on the basis of fusion coefficients, we have to briefly discuss two prerequisites. First, as different clustering
methods will have different fusion coefficients (see Figure 4), we follow advice from
the cluster validation literature (Ketchen & Hult, 2000; Kos & Psenicka, 2000; Milligan, 1996) and compare different methods, here: Ward’s method, average linkage,
and complete linkage. Second, while topology is overall a strong grouping criterion,
there are situations in which TECs are indistinguishably merged (a potential indication of high similarity), individual instances of TECs might have ended up in a group
with instances of a different TEC, or in the worst case, instances of certain TECs are
spread across several groups.
Figure 5 shows the results for cases in which it is possible to read out one fusion
coefficient as a measure of how similar two TECs are and use this as a weight for
CNs. To make the data comparable, we normalized the fusion coefficients in the same
way as the raw similarities (see Section 3.1).
3.3 Cluster Validation Techniques
The formal characterization based on topological equivalence classes allows for specifying a theoretical partition of the animated icons, . This is an ideal scenario as we
can employ cluster validation methods to assess whether the clustering structure
created by participants matches the theoretical partition established through topological equivalence or the CNG (Halkidi, Batistakis, & Vazirgiannis, 2002b, Halkidi,
Batistakis, & Vazirgiannis, 2002a). One way of comparing and is to calculate
indices such as Rand Statistics, Jaccard Coefficient, and the Folkes and Mallows index.
,…,
be the clusThese indices build on the following information: Let
tering structure that results from analyzing the grouping behavior of the participants
,…,
be
recorded either in individual similarity matrices or the OSM. Let
the partition of the stimulus (animated icons) that is based on formal requirements
(such as the differences between RCC-8 and RCC-5) or some introspective assumptions made by a researcher (e.g., Li & Fonseca, 2006). To be able to compare the
formally derived partitioning with the obtained results , the following numbers are
computed by comparing the containing clusters for each pair of animated icons
,
:
 SS-a: the number of pairs of animated icons that belong to the same cluster in both,
the clustering structure and the partition .
 SD-b: the number of pairs that belong to the same cluster in but to different clusters in .
 DS-c: the number of pairs that belong to the same cluster in but to different clusters in .
 DD-d: the number of pairs that belong to different clusters in both and .

The numbers for a, b, c, and d add up to the number of pairs of animated icons M.
and provides a
The Jaccard coefficient , for example, is then calculated as
similarity measure for comparing and .
To derive actual weights for the conceptual neighborhood graph based on these indices, we adapt this general approach and compute individual indices for two conceptually neighbored TECs R1 and R2 in the following way: We focus on only those
icons that belong to either R1 or R2. We then consider the individual grouping of a
participant and reduce it to just these icons. The resulting clustering is used for and
compared to a clustering in which all icons from R1 and R2 are grouped into a single cluster. This means we compare the groupings of the participants to a grouping in
which TECs R1 and R2 are completely combined. The values a, b, c, and d as well as
the indices are then computed as described above and averaged over all participants.
Using this approach, the Rand and Jaccard indices will always be the same because
there is only one cluster in P and, hence, b and d are always zero. It also has to be
noted that in the case that a is also zero (which means that the icons from R1 and R2
form two disjoint groups in ), we consider the Folkes and Mallows index to be zero
(maximally dissimilar), while it is not defined in the original definition.
3.4 Comparing Similarity/Weighting Approaches
In the following, we will compare different strategies to derive similarities/weights
for conceptual neighborhood graphs applying the methods discussed above to give an
overview of potential weights through the perspective of similarities. The raw similarities of the nine different experiments/domains that we re-analyzed were already
shown in Figure 3. Similarities are visualized as heat maps: dark gray colors indicate
high similarities; light gray to white colors indicate low or no similarities. Columns
and rows are organized by TECs with eight instances (animated icons) within each
TEC. The order of columns and rows is kept constant (i.e., in alphabetical order) such
that the heat maps are directly comparable. From the dark gray colors along the diagonals (top left to bottom right) we can infer that for most experiments/domains, the
similarities within a TEC are very high. This indicates that topology is a strong grouping criterion. There are some exceptions that we will discuss in the following (e.g.,
the proper part relations in the cannon scenario). We also find that other TECs form
strong conceptual groups, but that these similarities are susceptible to change across
different scenarios.
In addition to the visualization of the raw similarities in Figure 3, Figure 5 shows
the normalized weights derived by analyzing the behavioral data using the methods
discussed in Sections 3.1 to 3.3.
We ran a correlation analysis over all index combinations for all nine scenarios
and, as indicated by the graphs in the figures, found higher (partially near perfect)
correlations between raw similarities and validation indices and slightly lower yet
high correlations between fusion coefficients and raw similarities. For the time being
we are only looking at fusion coefficients for CN TECs, not for individual icons as
the goal of cluster analysis is to identify natural groupings.
We can make several observations:









Fusion coefficients are not specified for all CNs. There are two reasons for this:
First, although topology overall is a strong basic grouping criterion, there are
some exceptions in which instances of a TEC are split and are not members of
the same group. The consequence is that fusion coefficients cannot be specified
between TECs. Fortunately, these cases are rare. Second, in the case that two
TECs are merged together to an extent that they become indistinguishable, specifying a fusion coefficient does not make sense. In these cases, it would be most
appropriate to use dissimilarities and define dissimilarities of indistinguishably
merged TECs as being minimal (e.g., ‘0’). Specifying an exact value for similarity is more involved and for the time being, we left the value unspecified; it
should be the highest possible similarity.
The fusion coefficients deliver more pronounced graphs, compared to, for example, the raw similarities (hence the lower correlation coefficients). This is good
news and bad news. On the one side, this is the intention of clustering methods,
that is, strengthening within group similarities and pronouncing between group
differences. On the other hand, individual clustering methods may introduce biases. While the details on how clustering methods create groups are known
(Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Romesburg, 2004), it is not necessarily transparent how this plays out in a specific calculation (e.g., why they result in differences in one experiment/domain but not in another). We found that particularly
complete linkage is behaving differently than other methods: (a) weights for CNs
are more often not defined (see discussion above); (b) the behavior of the graphs
is sometimes contrary to graphs of other methods (e.g., EC1-PO1 in the hurricane
and ship scenario).
One important observation that we will pick up in the outlook again is that there
are substantial and significant (see also Klippel, accepted) differences between
the similarities across the nine different scenarios. This is exemplified by the different shapes of the graphs across the different scenarios (see Figure 5). As the
scenarios are topologically identical and differences such as metric information
and speed have been minimized in the experimental setup, we have to conclude
that weights between CNs are not independent of the semantics of a domain.
One additional aspect that makes the assignment of weights difficult is that contextual factors play a role. In the case of the experimental data that we reanalyzed, all paths through the CNG were identical and symmetric: DC-EC-POTPP-NTPP-TPP-PO-EC-DC. As several domains show, the similarity between
two relations, for example DC and EC, can change in dependence on whether
these CN occur at the beginning of a movement pattern (DC1-EC1) or at the end
of a movement pattern (DC2-EC2). This can be nicely seen by comparing the
shape of the graph of the geometry-translation (GeoT) domains in Figures 5 with
all other scenarios. GeoT has a near perfect symmetric shape (in contrast to other
domains) with high similarities between non-overlapping CNs as well as high
similarities of proper-part CNs. In contrast, similarities of CNs involving PO are
relatively low. For a modeling context, this poses a challenge as contextual factors (whether a relation occurs at the beginning or at the end of a movement pattern) have to be taken into consideration.

Fig. 5. Eaach graph visuaalizes the similarities / weightts for CN for each
e
of the nine scenarios
using raw
w similarities annd fusion coeffficients (a coloor version of this
t
figure is available
a
at
min.us/m__sc2012figure5 for better readaability).





The similarity values in Figure 5 can also be used to potentially answer the question whether an approach based on the region connection calculus is supported or
whether IMs are favored. Obviously, and revealed through approaches on behaviorally evaluating QSTR approaches, TECs are forming conceptual groups. In
other words, the number of JEPD relations offered by several calculi is higher
than the number we would deem cognitively adequate (Clementini et al., 1993;
Klippel & Li, 2009; Mark & Egenhofer, 1995). However, while coarser versions
of both RCC-8 and IM exist (RCC-5 and coarse IM), these calculi do not match
with respect to which relations are merged. In the case of RCC, the relations DC
and EC are merged to form DR (discrete from); in the case of IM, the relations
EC and PO are merged. Looking at the graphs in Figures 5, we find that some
domains tend to support RCC-5, while others support coarse IM:
 DC1-EC1 > EC1-PO1: Cannon, geometry translation, desert, geometry scaling, and lake.
 DC1-EC1 =< EC1-PO1: Hurricane, ship, tornado, and oil.
All scenarios, except for geometry scaling, show high similarities for CNs with
proper part relations (TPP1-NTPP, NTPP-TPP2). This finding is consistent with
the transition from both RCC-8 to RCC-5 and the fine to coarse transition in the
IMs. This finding is also consistent with Li and Fonseca’s (2006) assumption that
TPP/NTPP relations are very similar to each other. However, in their model these
two relations receive the highest similarity of all relations which clearly is not
always supported by the data discussed here.

4 Conclusions and Outlook
4.1 Tangible Findings
All current approaches that either propose equal weights or some weighting scheme
do so either introspectively or based on formal requirements. None of these approaches capture the “cognitive reality” that similarities between CNs change dependent on
domain semantics. While it is still difficult to capture / derive weights directly from
our data, it is clear that we need a deeper understanding of the processes at work to be
able to guide weight assignments (see below for a theoretical discussion).
It is also clear that there is not simply a single formalism that will be able to capture similarity universally. We have seen a) that Clementini’s (Clementini et al.,
1993) proposal to use as few as five relations potentially is a step in the right direction
as several TECs are very similar to each other; b) however, which TECs are considered as being more or less similar is dependent on the domain. In the analysis we
showed that some scenarios follow RCC-5 while others may be better captured using
the coarse version of IM.
One aspect important for using qualitative approaches to capture similarities of
events is that similarities may be asymmetric (see discussion in Section 3). This aspect has been pointed out early on by Tversky (e.g., Tversky & Gati, 1978) and we do
find aspects of asymmetry in nearly every domain we analyzed (e.g., whether a hurri-

cane moves toward the coast, DC-EC-PO …, or away from the coast, PO-EC-DC).
That means it matters whether two TECs are in AB or BA order. The similarity again
is not something arbitrarily assigned but is an indication of an underlying (commonsense) process model that has guided participants in performing the grouping
task.
4.2 A Reflection on the Methods Used
One aspect to keep in mind is that our experimental design follows a classic grouping
paradigm, that is, two icons considered as being similar to each other are placed into
the same group by participants. Also referred to as category construction or free classification, this method has gained widespread acceptance across a number of disciplines (Medin et al., 1987; Pothos, 2005; Roth et al., 2011), despite several limitations. The coding of similarities is binary, that is, either ‘0’ or ‘1’ with the implication
that integers are used throughout individual similarity matrices as well as in the OSM.
While the OSM reflects that individual icons may belong to more than one group or
belong sort of to one but also to another group, individual matrices do not allow for
such detailed distinctions. One possibility to overcome this shortcoming is to employ
a different method for assessing similarities in user studies. Examples that come to
mind are direct similarity assessments, that is, a participant would rate the similarity
of two icons at a time on a continuous scale. The disadvantage of this method is that
to achieve the same number of similarity ratings as, for example, in our experiments,
2556 comparisons would have to be made (not counting symmetric and same icon
comparisons). As we (and others) have run experiments with substantially more icons,
this method becomes quickly infeasible as a certain number of repetitions (per TEC)
is necessary to avoid influence of individual stimuli (icons). Other methods, such as
selecting the most similar icon from a group of potential target icons have a similar
problem of not creating enough data points for the similarity matrix. While it is possible to simulate data, we prefer methods that provide the respective data directly
(Rogowitz, Frese, Smith, Bouman, & Kalin, 1998).
One way to obtain continuous similarity rankings would be to allow participants to
place icons into piles on a continuous surface (e.g., a computer screen). The advantage would be that the Euclidean properties of such a surface could be used to
derive continuous similarity measures by using Pythagoras theorem. This way every
pair of icons would be assigned a similarity/dissimilarity value.
The data analysis using fusion coefficients has shown that topology is often but not
always the main grouping criterion. This is reflected by a few missing values in Figure 5. This problem could be prevented by using averages of fusion coefficients for all
instances within TECs (in relation to all other instances of a second TEC). The raw
similarity matrix would basically be replaced by the cophenetic matrix. The downside
of using this method would be that the purpose of clustering methods, revealing natural groupings, would be circumvented. The bigger issue that these missing values hint
at is that in cases in which TECs are split up (e.g., several overlap and proper part
relations in the cannon experiment/domain), topology simply is not the main grouping
criterion and as such, it is difficult to derive weights for a topological CNG from this

data. Our research focused primarily on topology and as revealed by other methods
we used (raw similarities and indices), the results are reasonable with respect to shedding light on similarities/weights in CNGs. However, it would be necessary to conduct similar research on other aspects of spatial knowledge such as distance and directions (Bruns & Egenhofer, 1996; Li & Fonseca, 2006). An open question is whether
individual similarities in a scene (or event) can be added or whether holistic methods
are necessary to assess overall similarities.
4.3 Some Theoretical Thoughts
Hirschfeld and Gelman (1994), in their introduction to their book on Mapping the
Mind, state that “[…] much of human cognition is domain-specific.” (p. 3) While
domain-specificity can have multiple meanings, the one meaning important for this
paper is related to semantic domains (e.g., Guarino & Giaretta, 1995) and specifically
addresses geographic domains. As such, the explanation of the behavioral data might
be loosely related to the concept of theory theory (Gopnik & Wellman, 1994), approaches to model common-sense knowledge (Davis, 1990; Hobbs & Moore, 1985),
and computational approaches to semantics such as FrameNet (Fillmore & Baker,
2010). However, the main focus of this paper has been on qualitative theories of geographic event conceptualization and how they can be grounded cognitively. To this
end, it is important to understand that from an ontological perspective, this paper is
much closer to upper level ontologies and addresses the problem that qualitative spatial relations have been considered largely applicable in a domain-independent fashion (with the exception that different formal models are suggested based on introspections of researchers or based on formal constraints). Keil (1994) noted that “The revival of interest in domains of cognition, especially in the contexts of cross-cultural
and developmental studies, is a welcome new awareness of how different sorts of
concepts and belief systems might become tailored to particular kinds of lawful regularities in our physical and social worlds.” (p. 234). What is needed is indeed an approach on modeling geographic event conceptualization which systematically identifies regularities in the external world and allows for providing quantitative measures
that will improve the cognitive adequacy of QSTR in several information processing
tasks. In the spatial sciences, process models are being developed that capture domain
specific information with the goal to characterize not only entities and their relations
but, additionally, underlying processes (Torrens, 2012). These approaches should be
explored for the modeling of behavioral data, too.
4.4 Some Application Oriented Thoughts
Last but not least, one of the next steps in our research will be the incorporation of the
developed similarity models into spatial query processing and retrieval systems. On
the one hand, this would improve the usability of such systems by empowering them
with the ability to provide answers based on the relational similarity to the given query and make suggestions even when no exact match can be found or in query-byexample scenarios. The provided output could then, for instance, consist of a ranked

set of alternatives. On the other hand, the implemented system would allow for performing a detailed evaluation and comparison of the developed similarity models and,
hence, also the different methodologies for deriving weights—using human usability
studies. We are currently aiming at an implementation in the form of a generic software module that can be turned into plugins to provide similarity-based querying
capabilities within existing GIS software and query interfaces to spatial information
on the semantic web. The module will be instantiated with a weighted conceptual
neighborhood model for an arbitrary JEPD spatial calculus together with an implementation of predicates for the different relations applicable to geometric information.
It will then be able to process queries over the defined set of relations and give a similarity-ranked set of instances as a result. To deal with configurations of more than two
objects, the similarity values in the weighted conceptual neighborhood graph will
have to be aggregated over several relations to yield an overall similarity assessment.
Investigating different approaches for this aggregation step will also be a topic of
future research.
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